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White
Good evening.  The idea behind tonight Blindness for Beginners is continuing to look good.  Part of the fear of losing sight is surely worrying how you look to other people; are your decisions about what suits you, what matches still accurate; when you go to choose what to wear or indeed what to buy can you still rely on your judgements; and if you've lost all of your sight what criteria can you now use to make those judgements anyway and heaven forbid once you've successfully overcome those hurdles and stepped outside the house dressed to kill what happens when we spill coffee over ourselves just before that all important meeting - did it only the other day?  And one more thing - I think it's fair to say we use the beginner very loosely in this occasional series, it you've never seen, for instance, it may be an area you've chosen to ignore or at the very most not given a great deal of thought to.  

So tonight I'm joined by two people who have given it quite a bit of thought - Richard Lane and Susannah Hancock.  Susannah has worked in senior management most of her working life wearing those smart business suits, although now facing retirement she's responded by choosing a more bohemian look and you can tell us why in a moment.  Susannah lost her sight in very early childhood, Richard Lane lost his as a young adult - just over 20 years ago. 

Richard, if I can start with you, when you lost your sight how important was continuing to look good to you because one might imagine you might have thought you had rather more important things to worry about?

Lane
You're quite right Peter there were really big issues to worry about like getting back to work, learning how to use a cane, should I apply for a guide dog, is life going to continue in the way I want it to and actually you may think that appearance - clothes shopping, colours, what I want to wear - would have been very low down the list, actually it was right at the top.

White
Why?

Lane
Because it was something I felt as though I could still relatively control, I mean not directly independently, friends, partners, family were obviously very important in helping me shop after I had become blind.  But in a way in terms of how I felt at the time, and I'm really racking my brains because we're talking over 20 years ago, a big deal for me when I first became blind was that I did not want to look like a stereotypical blind person, as I thought the public might perceive them to be.  So I was not prepared to wear a scruffy shirt and a boring old jacket with fried egg spilt down the front of it - it was just not me.  And I was just determined never to fall into that trap so it may sound incredibly vain but in terms of my self preservation and my dignity knowing I was wearing some decent clothes and my appearance was as good as it could have been was actually really, really small but really important thing at the time.

White
Okay and Susannah why as someone who can't see herself in the mirror worrying about a new image now, what's that meant to do?

Hancock
I just want to say that I so agree with everything that Richard says.  Why did I want a new image?  Well I just think I was wearing quite ordinary smartish clothes when I was in senior management, I always tried to be a little bit more flamboyant but when you're in senior management you're expected to wear a certain kind of clothes but now that I've left I can let my personality have full reign and I've developed what they would call boho or bohemian look which is lots of patterns and bright colours.

White
So although this is about how you look as I said you won't look in the mirror and see it you still feel that's a worthwhile statement making....

Hancock
As it's so different and I'm retired now so it's like that poem when I get old I'm going to wear purple, it's a very famous poem about old age and I felt the same really, when I get old I'm going to wear patterns and dresses and no more suits, no more jackets.

White
Well you bring me on to a very crucial point because you mentioned purple, purple's a colour, you lost your sight when you were one, you don't know what purple is do you?

Hancock
Well I do, I mean I don't know how I know but I was brought in a very visual family with a lot of dress sense issues and everybody was quite smart and a bit glamorous - my mum was and my brother and sister - and we just used to talk about colour all the time because they knew that I wanted to know about it, so I would say, for instance, what's the difference between the colour of nutmeg and the colour of cinnamon and there would be my mum and my sister arguing away for ages.  Except to me I identify it with things, when I think of red it's like a computer program - all the things come out that are red.

White
Because I have to be honest as a totally blind person all colours are to me is words and when I match things I do what people tell me to do, this goes with that, aren't you still, in spite of all that, that's what you're doing?  I mean I'm thinking of people perhaps who are losing their sight and are beginning to worry - will I know if that matches.

Lane
But I think that's incredibly important if you're losing your sight and I haven't seen for over 20 years now but I still think in colour and I was smiling when you were just talking about purple just then because I just love purple and I think purple is such a strong deep colour, I think it really resonates in your memory if you lose your sight, so I think it's a really important colour for blind people who have been sighted.

Hancock
And it's also about personality because I would never wear pale blue, I wear purple, dark red, brown, I would never wear pale blue or as my mother said once to me - never wear beige dear, it goes on and on on you.

Lane
Good tip.

White
Let's give people some practical advice if they have lost a sense of colour.  There are colour detectors around aren't there Richard and you've brought one...

Lane
Well I've brought in my slightly temperamental colour detector with me.

White
Which does what?

Lane
Well it sort of reads out colours.  Now let's just be clear here, if you've got a really highly patterned shirt of frock or whatever then forget it, it's not going to really help you.  But if you just want to know the difference between a pair of dark blue trousers, a pair of black trousers or you want to know whether you're taking your retired guide dog to the pub who's golden or your current guide dog who's black - because I got them muddled up once - then actually the colour detector is quite useful.  And I'm holding my colour detector in my hand so I'm just putting it up against what I think is my white shirt...

Colour detector
Very light grey.

Lane
Very light grey.

White
Rather specific.

Lane
Well it rather implies that I didn't do a very good white wash when I last wore this shirt.  However, just to check I've brought the right dog with me...

Colour detector
Black.

Lane
Oh that's reassuring, we have the right dog.

Hancock
And do you know blind women friends of mine who say that that is the best gadget they've ever had.

Lane
Do you know it's a bit basic but it's so helpful, if you're living on your own and you just - you're in a rush to go out and you could suddenly have an awful five minutes thinking oh my god have I got the right item of clothing, this thing could well make the difference.  Cobalt Systems about 50 quid.

White
I've just taken my headphones off so you can check on my hair.....

Lane
I'm expecting it to say silver fox but we'll see.

White
Let's see what it does say.

Colour detector
Light grey.

White
Light grey - that's - is that really silver fox?

Lane
Well I'll just do it against my hair, I'm a bit younger than Pete.

Colour detector
Dark brown.

Lane
Dark brown.

White
Okay, we could be becoming obsessed with our own vanity...

Hancock
I think we are.

White
Susannah, I think the key thing is who - because for a lot of people the answer will be it's all very well to have these gadgets but who can I trust, who can I take advice for not only on colour, for example, and matching but also on what to buy, what goes with what - do you trust people?

Hancock
I only trust a very few I'm afraid.  I used to do shopping with my daughter and she was very good and everybody used to say that's such a nice dress or whatever but Lucy's become quite conservative for me now that I'm in my retirement and I'm breaking out of a smart suit type thing.  My friend Alex, who was my PA when I was at work, she is fantastic because she's also quite a boho type of person so we go online and look at websites that have the sort of things I would like, we hardly ever go to the shops, we just do it online.

Lane
It's interesting, this may come as a bit of surprise but something I've started doing in the past couple of years and I'm not saying to listeners that you have to be blind for 20 years before you can start doing this but I've actually gone shopping by myself a couple of times recently and slightly randomly one day I literally just had an hour to kill between two appointments and I just went into a shop, found a helpful shop assistant, had an idea of what I wanted, found it and everything I got I was reassured by my nearest and dearest was absolutely fine.

White
And on what basis then did you judge it - I mean I'm assuming that because you could see you do still have a sense of what colours were like but there are lots of other things and fashions have changed, what did you base your decisions on?

Lane
Well I knew there was a particular type of jeans I wanted to get in a department store in London, so I found that particular section with the help of the shop assistants that was fine.  I then asked them to talk me through some tops and again - so yes I used a bit of my visual memory of colour as to what I thought would go with what but actually so much of it is about the feel of the clothes, do they feel right and all the rest of it.  And I have to say it was one of the most liberating things to come home, having just been shopping, without saying to a friend or my partner can we go shopping today and buy this, I just did it myself.

White
That's all very well for someone with your confidence but for people who are losing their sight at the moment - Susannah, there are a lot of shops now offering personal shoppers, that they'll give you advice particularly perhaps the stores will do that, what's your view about that?

Hancock
I'm not very trusting.  I mean I have been to a personal shopper, indeed it was thanks to In Touch that I went on it and I did think the person who was my personal shopper was very good because she obviously looked at me, what I was wearing and went and found me similar things and in fact she found this dress that I'm wearing now.  But I am very wary because I just think it's like when you go to the hairdressers and you say to somebody oh I'm fed up with my style what hairstyle could I have and they say it's up to really, or something like that, people will not....

White
Not very helpful.

Lane
Not very helpful and that's why it's good to cultivate, if you can, you've got to cultivate relationships, being smart about being blind or visually impaired is about cultivating relationships and that means hairdressers, shops in your town because if you get to know these people they will help you and you build up a rapport.

White
Well I do agree with you very much there.  With hairdressers - I must admit I find hair easier to care about than almost anything else because you can actually touch your own hair and you can check it and you can see if it's the right shape when you finish and I tend to go to a hairdresser and stick with him or her and that does work quite well.

Hancock
Whereas I like to change mine.

White
Do you - why?  So again on what basis?

Hancock
Every couple of years if I think the other one's getting a bit boring or I want to try something different and one might close that you've been going to, it can be anything and my latest one is fantastic, he's so good.

White
Because do you touch your hair after you've had it done Susannah, to see if...

Hancock
Oh yes and I also shake my head after I've had my hair done which rather incenses the hairdresser but I always like to shake it so that it's...

White
What they think you're, what, messing it up?

Hancock
It's so that - yes, I just want it to be its own self.  So...

Lane
What about make up though Susannah, do you wear makeup?

Hancock
Yeah I do but not a lot, I'm very subtle.  I used to do it a lot more but I just got so bored with it and I thought I don't know if I'm doing this properly and I might make a mistake and not even know, I might get mascara on my nose, you can't always tell, so I'd rather not.  But I do wear things like powder and blusher and lipstick but you can't get them wrong so easily as eye makeup.  Somebody who was sighted and then was losing their sight would remember quite a lot about makeup and they would just have to be reassured that they're still doing it properly. But I think it's perfectly possible to carry on doing it, you just need someone to check - go in for a makeup session or something and do it yourself and ask the people on the counter to tell you if you've done it right.

Lane
And the advice I would give to blind men losing their sight sort of relates to what you were just saying is don't worry about the shaving business either, because actually wet shaving is totally, totally doable if you're blind - I don't think I've cut myself.

White
You'll have to show me then because I have made a complete mess of my face.  I was actually - the first time I tried to do it because I'd always done it the lazy way with an electric razor and I went to stay somewhere and was going to do a television screen test and all I had was a wet shave and a loo roll and I went out looking like Frankenstein, it was a complete disaster.  So Richard do you do that do you think from memory?

Lane
No I don't think so, I just - maybe a little bit of memory - but to be honest my sighted memory is fading, I have been blind for over 20 years, I still have a sense of sight - I still can think in colour - but it's not as strong as it was 10 years ago or 15 years ago.  It's a mixture of hanging on to the memories of your sight and developing these tactics and so with something like shaving it's so tactile anyway, some of the best barbers on the streets of Bombay, I understand, are blind so it's all doable.

White
Is that right?

Lane
Yeah ask Michael Palin he had a shave from a blind barber in his first Round the World series back in the late '80s.

White
We'll get them on the programme in a few weeks' time.  Richard, we've jumped a bit from clothes, what about washing clothes and again making sure that they are okay, that you've done it successfully - you made a joke earlier about your shirt - what do you do with that?

Lane
Well I mean just very basic common-sense things really.  The colour detector again is important because it should be able to enable you, particularly if you're living alone, to separate your whites from your coloureds, so that should take care of that.  I just do - there are techniques - not everyone would agree with these - but for the sake of speed and simplicity you might, for example, choose all your socks - if you just only ever buy black socks, if you've got clothes that can accommodate black socks then you're making life easier because you haven't got to worry about the colours of your socks.  Maybe you want all your underwear to be coloured so they go in a coloureds wash whereas your shirts and whites can go in a white wash.  You can get these buttons and things you can put into clothes if you need help feeling or orientating yourself round.

White
These are the so called Slade Colour Buttons?

Lane
The colour buttons, I haven't used them myself but...

White
They're shapes - shapes reflect colours.

Lane
But again you may well need someone to help you possibly get them in your clothing.  But if you want to identify your clothing with different shaped buttons that's easy to do.  And the other thing just worth mentioning - the penfriend I know has been featured on this programme before, that's a thing where you have a talking label and once you've set the label and record into the pen once you then press the label with the pen it reads it out.  That's used quite often in the kitchen for tins and things like that.  The new labels that the manufacturers of penfriend have brought out can actually go into items of clothing so you can actually record the washing instructions for a particular item of clothing and use your penfriend to read them out to you.

White
Let's assume you've done everything right, you went to the right shop, you chose the right clothes are you picked the right ones out of the wardrobe, you've got the advice, you walked out and you did this thing where you tip something all over yourself or indeed just in the wear and tear of life of eating and so forth.  Susannah, have you got techniques for that?

Hancock
I ate a sandwich before I came out today but I've got a napkin over me so that I didn't spill any of this sandwich over myself.

Lane
Yes spot on or if you're getting ready to go out or you're about to put smart clothes on well common sense, maybe be half naked or naked round your house until you have to put your clothes on, it sounds silly but actually it's really important.  And the other slightly silly thing is if you are lucky enough to work near shops then that's incredibly helpful.  My colleague at work one day came and said good morning to me and then disappeared, five minutes later she came back with another shirt and said there you go, I said what's that for, she said you split tea all down it.

White
Are you saying that in praise, that that was really tactfully done?

Lane
Yeah absolutely because I'd said oh I had a bit of a sneezing fit on the train with my cup of tea and then the next thing is five minutes later she came back with a t-shirt and said there you go.

White
Yeah, I'm sometimes amazed by what people don't mention to you though.  I had an accident and went on the train, a train full of people, got off the train and my wife said to me do you realise that you're pouring blood from about three wounds - nobody said a thing.

Lane
It's because we live in Britain Peter and you live in the South of Britain and everyone so reserved they won't possibly dare say anything to you, I find the same at home sometimes as well.

Hancock
I remember I was asked when I was working somewhere different and a colleague came up to me and said I've complaints from the public about this blind guy that works in my team, could you see him and sort of give him some tips and so on.  So I said no he's your person, you must manage him, he'll know you've been talking to me if I go and talk to him and it should be - it's your job.  But I was very sad to think that the public had actually complained about this guy and said he was so messy.

Lane
But I think going back to the whole premise of tonight's programme - the appearance thing - I think it's really important that people don't think it's really convoluted and complicated to be proud of their appearance, to enjoy clothes, to remember colours or even try and understand colours if you've never seen colour.  I think it's like all things in life, well a lot of things in life, if you keep it simple and just as a blind person just say okay I may be blind or may be partially sighted but I've got just as much potential to look my best as if I was sighted, I think if you couch it in those terms then if you have the right attitude and get the right help then you're okay.

White
But it sounds, Susannah, as if you also think that you should have the confidence to be different if you want to be?

Lane
Yeah definitely, definitely.

Hancock
I want to be.  My friend, Susanne, calls my dresses now peace and love dresses because they're like a bit hippish I suppose.

Lane
But that's great Susannah because you're not relying on your friends so much to advice.  We all need friends and loved ones and partners and husbands and wives and whatever to give us advice but on top of that you, the individual, should have the room to be an individual and Susannah I think it's great you're doing that.

Hancock
I actually just wanted to mention a blind woman in a novel that I recently read who decided - and I think this was written by a sighted person - she decided to be able to manage her clothes issues she would have nothing in her wardrobe except black and white, so she could have a white shirt and a black skirt or a black shirt and a white skirt and she never varied it, everything was either black or white.  And I say to people don't go down that route.

White
I think you've dispelled that one fairly clearly.

Lane
Shades of grey.

White
Yes.

Hancock
Absolutely.

White
That's a very good point on which to stop and that's it for another week.  In the fairly near future though we're planning a follow up to this programme on keeping fit, obviously a related issue because this too can be a difficult area if you can't see, we'd like your suggestions, your strategies, even your workouts to share with others and your comments on today.  You can e-mail us at intouch@bbc.co.uk, you can call our actionline on 0800 044 044, that's for 24 hours after the programme ends and there's a download of today's programme from our website.  That's it from my guests Richard Lane and Susannah Hancock, both beautifully dressed but how would I know?  From my Peter White and producer Cheryl Gabriel, goodbye.


